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Moms, if you believe you should be  
praying but you aren’t, why not?

 

Praying Mom
Making Prayer the First and Best Response to Motherhood

by Brooke McGlothlin

What if prayer doesn’t come easily? What if your prayer life changes when you have 
kids? What if motherhood is all consuming and you can hardly think, let alone pray?

Million Praying Moms cofounder Brooke McGlothlin’s Praying Mom speaks truth into 
the everyday lives of women struggling to have a fulfilling prayer life. Addressing seven 
common obstacles to prayer, this practical guide helps moms find the vibrant prayer life 
they want, need, and are ultimately called to. 

Praying Mom provides answers to the Christian mother who
     • doesn’t know how or what to pray
     • feels too busy and too tired for prayer
     • needs assurance that God hears her prayers
     • wants to become equipped to pray Scripture over her family and self

Through Scripture-inspired prayers and firsthand encouragement from real women, 
readers will begin to alleviate anxiety and walk in peace knowing that prayer can be a 
parenting plan. Brooke helps moms of newborns through young adults find the heart 
behind the challenges, jumpstart their own prayer lives, and become prayer warriors for 
their families.

“Prayer comes naturally to some, but not to most. And because the words don’t 
flow, or we think we need to follow a formula, we moms end up avoiding the 
most essential and transforming work we do on behalf of our kids. We don’t 

pray. But Brooke has written a wonderful book that breaks it down and makes 
prayer not only feel possible but irresistible.” 

—Jeannie Cunnion, author of Mom Set Free and Don’t Miss Out

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Brooke McGlothlin has encouraged thousands of moms toward a richer prayer 
life for over a decade. She is the cofounder of Million Praying Moms, a popular 
online ministry that exists to help moms make prayer their first and best response 
to the challenges of parenting. Brooke is the author of several books and resources 
for moms and lives in the mountains of southwest Virginia with her husband and 
their two sons. Learn more at millionprayingmoms.com.
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“Praying Mom is the 
prayer mentor you’ve 
always wanted from a 
mom who absolutely 
lives this message on 

her knees.” 

—Stacey Thacker, 
author of 

Threadbare Prayer


